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Abstract
In this monograph, we discuss the existing literature on the economic
effects of transparency in international equity markets, present aspects
of an international setting that make it a fruitful environment for investigating these effects and suggest directions for future research.
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1
Introduction and Overview

In this monograph, we discuss the existing accounting, finance and
economics literatures on the economic effects of transparency in international equity markets, consider aspects of an international setting
that make it an interesting environment for investigating these effects
and suggest directions for future research.1 Although we present results
from a variety of papers, we do not attempt to be exhaustive in our
review of the literature, but rather include examples of recent studies
that illustrate a particular perspective.2
Following Bushman et al. (2004) we define transparency as the
availability of a publicly traded corporation’s firm-specific information
(e.g., annual reports, required disclosures, analyst reports and voluntary disclosures) to users not directly connected with the firm’s operations (e.g., management and other firm insiders).3 The broad nature
1 We

view the international literature primarily as research studies focusing on effects within
or across multiple countries, but more broadly as any study not focusing exclusively on
U.S. capital markets.
2 Because they are the papers with which we are most familiar, these examples are often
drawn from our own work in the field. We apologize in advance for this bias and the
omission of other relevant papers.
3 For parsimony, we refer to transparency to users outside the firm simply as ‘transparency’.

1
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of this definition implies that the availability of such information may
be important to a wide range of constituents, including equity holders,
debt holders, government agencies and labor unions. In this monograph, we focus on one particular aspect of this multifaceted notion of
transparency — the availability of firm-specific financial information to
equity stakeholders and the effects of the quantity and quality of that
information on own-firm equity value. We draw from the FASB/IASB
conceptual framework, and define high quality financial information as
information that both faithfully represents the substance of an underlying phenomenon and can be understood by users of that information
(FASB, 2008).
While there is a substantial literature focusing on determinants
of transparency (e.g., auditor, accounting standards, analyst following and earnings management), there is significantly less research on
consequences of transparency for firm equity value, particularly in an
international setting. We argue that an international context is a fruitful setting to investigate the effects of transparency because overall
levels of transparency tend to be low, there is substantial cross-country
institutional and regulatory variation and managers and regulators in
these environments face significant tradeoffs in determining optimal
transparency levels. Although this variation can sometimes complicate the researcher’s effort to make inferences across different institutional environments, we highlight how these differences can be exploited
to identify potential disclosure and informational effects that may be
too subtle to detect in more homogenous, single-country, settings and
to understand the interactions between transparency and other aspects
of the firm’s economic environment.4
We organize our monograph around a standard valuation model
where transparency affects share price and share price is represented as
the present value of future cash flows. Present values are determined by
discounting the expected cash flows at the firm’s cost of equity capital.

4 Our

goal is not to imply that the non-U.S. setting is “better” than the U.S. setting
for examining the economic effects of transparency but, rather, that both settings have
advantages and can provide complimentary evidence. We discuss the inherent challenges
in cross-country research later in the monograph.
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As a consequence, transparency could affect share price by influencing
expected future cash flows, the discount rate, or both.
In examining the potential cash flow effects of transparency, we
focus on two primary streams of research.
1. Efficient resource allocation. For firms with greater transparency, investors are better able to monitor managers’ decisions and, as a consequence, managers are more likely to
pursue only value-enhancing (positive net present value)
projects. In Section 3.1.1, we provide examples from prior
research that show transparency is especially important for
limiting poorly-performing projects because, absent oversight, managers can pursue negative net present value
projects for private benefit with a low probability of
detection.
2. Asset expropriation and excessive perquisite consumption.
Here, the issue is not a manager’s choice of projects but,
rather, the notion that they may use their position of control to increase personal consumption or reward large blockholders and other privileged stakeholders at the expense of
minority shareholders. Higher levels of transparency potentially make it more difficult for insiders to expropriate assets
from the firm without detection by other stakeholders. We
discuss research illustrating this point in Section 3.1.2.
In terms of the channels through which transparency could affect a
firm’s discount rate, we consider four streams of research.
1. The average level of liquidity. Prior research suggests that, to
the extent firms are less transparent, the average level of liquidity is likely to be lower. These effects can operate through
two related mechanisms. First, in terms of transactions costs,
for a firm with an opaque information environment, market
makers facing information asymmetry will increase the bidask spread to protect against informed trading. Second, for a
firm with low transparency, trading frequency will decrease
as investors become less willing to transact, making it more
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difficult to enter and exit positions. As a result, demand for
shares will drop as investors are discouraged by the high costs
of trading and the likely difficulty of quickly entering and
exiting positions. These effects ultimately drive down share
price and increase cost of capital. In Section 3.2.2, we discuss research that suggests higher levels of transparency can
reduce information asymmetry, increase trading frequency
and thus increase liquidity and lower cost of equity capital.
2. Liquidity Uncertainty and Risk. Liquidity uncertainty
encompasses a variety of dimensions of the riskiness of an
asset’s liquidity, including its volatility, skewness, and covariability with market liquidity and market returns. Liquidity
uncertainty is important to investors because what ultimately matters most is not the average level of liquidity, but
the liquidity of a firm’s shares at the time they choose to
transact. Transparency can ameliorate the effects of liquidity uncertainty by, for example, reducing uncertainty about
an asset’s fundamental value and thereby increasing the
ease with which market speculators can obtain funding for
trading in the asset. In Section 3.2.3, we discuss research
that suggests that transparency can mitigate these aspects
of liquidity uncertainty by increasing liquidity and capital
providers’ willingness to remain in the market, even when
uncertainty is high.
3. Investor attention. If public information about a firm is not
readily available at low cost, investors are less likely to follow
the stock and, accordingly, will not invest in it. If transparency is higher, more information will be available to outsiders at low cost, increasing the likelihood the stock will
enter their choice set, which ultimately increases their likelihood of investing. This increased demand will raise share
price and lower cost of capital, all else equal. In Section 3.2.4,
we discuss research which provides examples of several ways
in which increased firm-level transparency could potentially
increase investor awareness of a particular equity and thus
lower the firm’s cost of raising capital.
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4. Estimation risk. Much of asset pricing theory assumes that
investors know the underlying parameters of, for example,
the variance/covariance matrix of expected cash flows. However, if investors do not know the parameters of the underlying cash flow process and are instead forced to estimate
them, this can lead to incorrect assessments of, for example,
the covariance of a firm’s cash flows with market-wide cash
flows (i.e., cash flow beta). Investors need information about
an asset’s covariance with other assets to form efficient portfolios and transparency enhances their ability to make these
assessments. A firm’s level of transparency determines, in
part, the extent to which investors have the information to
form efficient portfolios and if investors have more information they potentially take on less risk and will be willing
to pay more for shares. We discuss these issues further in
Section 3.2.5, and note the absence of prior research dealing
specifically with this concept in an international context.
Overall, we view the existing international empirical literature as having documented a variety of economically significant channels that
suggest mechanisms through which firm-level transparency can have
substantial economic effects on firm value, as well as having identified extensive cross-sectional variation in the importance of firm-level
transparency across economic environments. Our review highlights the
potential firm-level benefits of maintaining a high quality information
environment. Yet, it also suggests that, despite the importance of the
topic, there is limited research evidence to date, leading us to conclude
that significant opportunities remain in this area for productive future
research.

1.1

Basic Framework

We focus exclusively on how transparency can affect own-firm equity
value. In doing so, we intentionally ignore other stakeholders and
groups who may be affected by firm-level transparency consequences
not related to equity value. For example, increased disclosure might
be useful for governmental planning purposes, but we do not focus
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on these types of effects except to the extent they affect firm equity
value. While other stakeholders are clearly important, we view informing equity investors as a primary goal of financial reporting. Further,
other stakeholders typically have more direct access to the firm’s management and are not as reliant on publicly available information.
To begin, we organize our thinking about how transparency could
potentially affect firm equity value using a standard discounted cash
flow model:
Pt =

∞
X
CFt+1
(1 + r)t
t=1

where Pt is the firm’s stock price at time t, CFt+1 is expected cash
flows to equity in period t + 1 and r is the cost of capital (assumed
to be constant). While this is a fairly crude starting point, it is useful
in highlighting the fact that transparency can potentially affect firm
value either through expected cash flows or cost of capital. Further,
this structure has a useful disciplining role because it suggests that,
unless the effects of transparency can be linked to either cash flows or
cost of capital, it is difficult to envision why it would affect firm value
in an efficient market. Of course, it is possible for transparency to affect
both the numerator and denominator simultaneously (and studies that
rely on measures of overall firm value, such as Tobin’s Q, implicitly mix
the two). However, for most purposes, it is useful to focus on the two
sets of effects independently since different forces are typically at work
and, therefore, different research approaches are appropriate.

1.2

Empirical Illustration of the Relation between
Transparency and Firm Equity Value

The prior literature provides evidence that measures of firm value are
positively correlated with transparency (although it is more difficult
to definitively attribute causality). For example, Lang et al. (2011)
documents a positive relation between transparency levels (as measured
by auditor quality, accounting standard quality, earnings management,
analyst following and analyst forecast accuracy), and cost of equity
capital and Tobin’s Q. To demonstrate this point, in this section, we
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provide an empirical illustration of the relation between transparency
and firm value. For the purpose of this illustration, we follow the prior
literature and use Tobin’s Q as a summary statistic for firm value (e.g.,
Gompers et al., 2003; Doidge et al., 2004).

Fig. 1.1 Panel A depicts average Tobin’s Q by deciles of transparency. Panel B depicts
average residual Tobin’s Q by deciles of transparency, where residual Tobin’s Q is the
residual value from a regression of Tobin’s Q on size, cash flows to total assets, leverage,
sales growth, net income to total assets, dividends, capital expenditures to total assets,
exchange traded ADRs, non-exchange traded ADRs and country, industry and year fixed
effects.
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To provide a sense of the strength and consistency of the association
between transparency and firm value, using a broad non-US sample
that includes 13,466 firms in 44 countries over the period 1994–2007, we
plot Tobin’s Q across deciles of transparency.5 As Figure 1.1 Panel A
indicates, the relation is striking. In particular there is a monotonic
relation across transparency deciles and average Tobin’s Q, suggesting
that firm transparency is highly correlated with firm value. To further
illustrate this point, in Figure 1.1 Panel B, we estimate Tobin’s Q
across deciles of transparency after controlling for country, industry,
year, size, cash flows to total assets, leverage, sales growth, net income
to total assets, dividends, capital expenditures to total assets, exchange
traded ADRs and non-exchange traded ADRs. These control variables
help to ensure the relation in Panel A is not driven by a correlated
omitted variable. Here the relation, although not monotonic, is even
more pronounced, with the highest decile of transparency having a
residual Tobin’s Q value that is substantially larger than that of the
lowest decile.
This result is striking because it suggests that, even controlling for
a wide range of other factors that are thought to affect valuation, the
relation between valuation and transparency remains strong. While
this simple analysis, admittedly, does not take into account potential econometric issues such as endogeneity, it does clearly indicate
that there is a strong positive relation between transparency and firm
value. Throughout the remainder of the monograph, we explore, and
attempt to provide further insight into, the mechanisms underlying this
association.

5 Tobin’s

Q is calculated as total assets less book value of equity plus market value of equity,
scaled by total assets. Transparency is measured as a firm-year percentile ranking taking
into account the firm’s auditor, accounting standards followed, earnings management,
analyst following and analyst forecast accuracy, following Lang et al. (2011).
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